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As a general rule, legal action can only bepursued

by those who have a right infringed in a court that is

able to remedy the infringement. Courts can remedy

breaches ofprivate rights andpublic rights. Typically,

purely public rights can only be asserted in a court by

the Attorney General. In afederal system, the role of

the Attorney General as the parens patriae endowed

withjurisdiction to assertpublic orsovereign rights in

court on behalf of the nation-state is bifurcated. As

such, courts must address the issue ofstanding when

a regional government is relying on public rights to

seekjudicial review offederal decisions. In the United

States, the courts have recognized that states should

have special treatment with respect to standing where

they are seeking to protect "quasi-sovereign"

interests. Quasi-sovereign interests include the right of

a stale and its citizens tofull and equal participation

in thefederation. Canadian courts have addressedthis

form of standing peripherally but not in any great

detail. This article will examine the nature of the

parens patriae form ofstanding in a federal system

and examine whether thisform ofstanding should be

recognized by Canadian courts.

En regie generate, les poursuites juridiques ne

peuvent etre inlentees que par ceux donl tin droit a e'te

Iransgresse el auquel tin tribunal pent remedier. Les

iribunaux peuvent remedier a la transgression de

droils prives et publics. Normalement, les drolls

publics doivent elre revendiquis par un procureur

gineral devant un tribunal. Dans un systemefederal,

le role du procureur general, en tant que parens

patriae ou pere de la patrie. defendant les droils

publics el elaliques tin nom de la nalion-Etat. esl

bifurquee. c'esl-a-dire que les Iribunaux doivent

aborder la question du droit de comparaitre lorsqu 'un

gouvernement sefie aux droils publics pour demander

la revisionjudiciairede■decisionsfederates. AuxElals-

Unis, les iribunaux out reconnu que les Elals devaienl

obtenir un irailemenl special en ce qui concerne le

droit de comparailre lorsqu 'Us veulent se prole'ger

d'inlcrels « quasi-etaliques ». Les intents quasi-

antiques comprennem le droit d'un Flat et de ses

cilovens a une participation pleine et egale dans la

federation. Les tribunaux canatliens ant aborde cette

forme de droil de comparailre en marge, sans loutefois

Imp de details. I. 'article examine la nature du droit de

comparaitre duparenspatriae dans un syslimefederal

et si celleforme de comparulion devrail etre reconnue

par les tribunaux canadiens.
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I. Introduction

The English jurist Sir Edward Coke asserted in 1610 that the courts have original

jurisdiction to review legislation and declare it invalid when it "is against common right and

reason, or repugnant, or impossible to be performed."' While this assertion was not generally

accepted in English common law, the tradition ofjudicial review was more fully aggregated

into American law with its written Constitution. The seminal case of Marbury v. Madison

(Secretary ofState ofthe United States)- confirmed that the courts are bound to declare null

Acts of Congress that conflict with the American Constitution. Accordingly, in a

constitutional federation, litigants may seekjudicial review oflegislation on the grounds that

JusjTiconflict with the division of legislative jurisdiction in the federal Constitution. This

basts ofjudicial review is also accepted by Canadian courts.

Additionally, in both Canada and the United States, petitioners may seekjudicial review

ofa public body on some other non-constitutional ground alleging that the public body acted

outside its legislative jurisdiction. However, to seek judicial review, a petitioner must have

standing. There must be some sort of discrete effect on the petitioner stemming from the

actions of a public body.

This article will focus on the issue ofstanding where a province is seekingjudicial review

of a federal administrative decision. In Canada, while legislation often gives the provinces

automatic standing to challenge the validity oflegislation which may be outside the federal

Parliament's constitutional jurisdiction, a province essentially has the same access to the

courts to seek judicial review of federal administrative action as an ordinary member of the

public. The article will then examine how American courts address standing when states seek

judicial review of federal administrative decisions. Finally, the article will consider whether

it is necessary or beneficial for Canadian courts to adopt a similar approach.

Or. Honham * Case (1610), 8 Co. Rep. 113b, 77 E.R. 646 at 652 (K.B.).

5 U.S. (1 Crunch) 137 (1803).
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II. A Word About Standi.ng

A. LocusStandi

The focus of this article is a provincial Crown's right to access the courts to protect its

quasi-sovereign rights in the face of federal administrative action. Accordingly, the

traditional basis for the Attorney General's standing to protect public rights should first be

outlined. Second, the heretofore main basis provinces have relied on to gain standing to

protect public rights — the court's discretion to grant standing in the public interest —

should be examined. Additionally, the parameters ofthe Crown's broader parens patriae right

to standing to protect sovereign and quasi-sovereign interests should be delineated.

Locus standi literally translated means a "place ofstanding." In the legal sense, it means

a right ofappearance in a court ofjustice on a given question.3 The principle that one must

have a legal right infringed or threatened before a private law remedy can be sought from a

court has been widely accepted in the common law for centuries. Ubijus, ibi remeditim —

where there is a right, there is a remedy — is a maxim reproduced in William Blackstone's

Commentaries on the Laws ofEngland* Simply put, legal action can only be pursued by

those who have a legal right infringed in a court that is capable of remedying the

infringement.

This is true, however, only with respect to actions between individuals dealing with

private rights which give rise to an action within the categories of private law, such as a

breach ofcontract or trust, or the commission ofa tort. Conversely, a public right is one that

is enjoyed more broadly, such as the right to access a highway, for instance. Generally

speaking, only the Attorney General has standing to institute proceedings to protect public

rights or enforce public law by virtue of his or her capacity as parens patriae. An individual

has standing to enforce public rights or laws only where he or she can show there is a

discrete harm to him or her caused by a breach ofpublic laws or rights. The main exception

to this rule is the court's discretion to grant standing to litigants where it is in the public

interest to do so.

B. Attorney General Standing

The Attorney General's right to standing to protect public rights or enforce public laws

stems from its duty to protect the Crown's sovereign interests.5 The Crown's sovereign

interest is its interest in seeing that its laws arc obeyed and enforced. Accordingly, behaviour

that violates the Crown's law is considered a threat to the Crown's sovereignty and it may

commence an action to protect its sovereignty. Halsbury 's Laws ofEnglandnotes that "[t]he

Black's Law Dictionary, 8th cd.. s.v. "locus standi."

William Rlackstone, Commentaries on the Laws ofEngland, vol. 3 (Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 1979) at 23.

Sec Hugh H.L. Bellot. "The Origin of the Attorney-General" (1909) 25 Law Q. Rev. 400 at 401,408-

409.
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public is concerned to see that Acts of Parliament are obeyed, and the Attorney General

represents the public as a whole in insisting that the law be observed."6

In Ontario (A.G.) v. Grabarchuk, the Ontario Court of Appeal stated, "[t]here are

numerous precedents in England and Australia for the proposition that the Attorney-General,

as the protector of public rights and the public interest, may obtain an injunction where the

law as contained in a public statute is being flouted."7

C. The Attorney General's Role as Parens Patriae

Courts in Canada often cite the Attorney General's right to standing to enforce public legal

rights, but remain silent on the broader source of this standing — the role of the Attorney

General as parens patriae. The parens patriae action has its roots in the royal prerogative of

the Crown to act as guardian for those unable to act for themselves. Courts expanded the

doctrine to encompass the government's power to sue in response to injuries to other

interests. The Crown's interests can be sovereign, quasi-sovereign," or proprietary. The

Crown's proprietary interests are those that it asserts on its own behalfas a property owner.

Proprietary interests are generally not protected by the Crown's role as parens patriae but

rather as an ordinary litigant.

The Attorney General in his or her capacity as parens patriae has standing generally to

seek an injunction to prevent breaches of the Crown's sovereign rights enunciated by the

public law.9 The earliest and most familiar illustrations ofthe Attorney General intervening

to protect the public from a wrongful invasion of its common legal rights are actions brought

to restrain a public nuisance.10 This gradually evolved to include standing to seek damages,

in addition to an injunction, for public nuisance affecting public rights.

In addition to granting the Attorney General standing to protect sovereign and proprietary

rights, American courts also recognize the Attorney General's right as parens patriae to

standing to protect "quasi-sovereign" rights such as the health and well-being — physical

and economic — of its citizens and territory. Additionally, American courts recognize this

standing not just for nuisance claims but for negligence and other torts. The courts have also

granted relief in the form of both damages and injunction. Canadian courts have also

implicitly recognized this basis of standing and rights to both equitable reliefand damages.

llaishuiy's Laws ofEngland, 4th cd. reissue, vol. 24 (London: liulterwonhs, 1991) at 500-501, para.

943 [footnotes omitted].

(1976), 11 O.R. (2d) 607 (II. Cl. J.) at 612; sec also Craig E. Jones, "The Attorney General's Standing

to Seek Rclicfin the Public Interest: The Evolving Doctrine ol'Parens Palriae" (2007) 86 Can. Bar Rev.

121.

Allan Kanner, "The Public Trust Doctrine, Parens Palriae, and the Attorney General as the Guardian

of the State's Natural Resources" (2005) 16 Duke Envtl L. & Pol'y F. 57 at 100.

Jones, supra note 7 at 125.

Law Reform Commission of British Columbia, Report On Civil Litigation in the Public Interest

(Vancouver: Law Reform Commission of British Columbia. 1980) at 25.
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D. Private Plaintiff's Right to Enforcf. Public Rights

Traditionally, only the Attorney General has standing to assert a purely public right or

interest through court proceedings. However, there are exceptions to the rule. A private

plaintiff has standing to sue to protect public rights without the Attorney General being a

party if he or she satisfies either of the two conditions laid out in Boyce v. Paddington

Borough Council:

A plaintiffcan sue without joining the Attorney-General in two eases: lirst. where the interference with (lie

public right is such that some private right ol'his is at the same time interfered with ... and, secondly, where

no private right is interfered with, but the plaintiff, in respect of his public right, suffers special damage

peculiar to himself from the interference with the public right.1'

Thus, an individual can only be granted standing to enforce a public right where there is

interference with a private right or he or she suffers peculiar damage from interference with

a public right. This continues to be the general application in both Canada and the U.S.

E. Provincial and State Standing to

Protect Quasi-Sovereign Interests

Canadian and American courts have similar approaches to standing. In order to have

standing in court, litigants must be directly and discretely affected by the government

decision or, ifthe petitioner has no standing, it must be in the public interest for the court to

hear a case. However, there is one area where the courts in Canada and the U.S. differ.

American courts explicitly treat states differently with respect to standing. There is a long

history of recognizing a U.S. state's parens patriae standing to use the courts to protect its

quasi-sovereign interests. In Canada, this doctrine is not as well-developed.

As noted, the right of the Attorney General to standing in court to protect a sovereign

interest is not controversial. For the most part, a sovereign interest is usually easily

identifiable and generally consists of the exercise of sovereign power to enforce civil and

criminal legal codes.12 In both Canada and the U.S., for example, the Crown or state's

standing to prosecute criminal offences in court and the sovereign interest upon which that

standing is based is unquestioned.

American courts have also specifically recognized a class ofquasi-sovereign state interests

that can support parens patriae actions. Quasi-sovereign interests arc "not sovereign interests,

proprietary interests, or private interests pursued by the State as a nominal party."" There are

two types ofquasi-sovereign interests (but the categories are not closed):

• "[A] State has a quasi-sovereign interest in the health and well-being — both

physical and economic — of its residents in general";M and

[1903) I Ch. 109 at 114 [Paddinglon].

Kanner, supra note 8 at 102.

Alfred L. Snapp & Son v. Puerto Rico. 458 U.S. 592 (1982) at 602 [Alfred /.. Snapp].

Ibid, at 607.
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• "[A] State has a quasi-sovereign interest in not being discriminatorily denied its

rightful status within the federal system."15

Both Canadian and American courts accept the Attorney General's standing to seek an

injunction to prevent illegal actions. This common law right to standing stems from the

Attorney General's role as parens patriae. However, this common law right to standing is not

limited to the injunction remedy and extends to both sovereign and quasi-sovereign interests.

The focus of this article is on the until-recently nascent common law right of provincial

Attorneys General to standing to seek prerogative writs, including injunctions, in response

to federal administrative decisions affecting quasi-sovereign interests.

III. Standing in Canada

A. Standing to Enforce Public Rights

The principle in Paddington was affirmed by the Supreme Court ofCanada in Maclireith

v. Hart Estate.** Indeed, this principle — that special and peculiar damage forms the basis

for standing — has been treated as an authoritative expression of the law and applied on

several occasions in Canada."

B. Public Interest Standing

In Canada, this general rule has been augmented as courts have recognized their discretion

to grant standing in the public interest. This form of standing was addressed in Thorson v.

Canada (A.G.);** Nova Scotia (BoardofCensors) v. McNeil*'* Canada (Minister ofJustice)

v. Borowski;*' and Finlay.21 These cases establish the general principle that standing will be

granted to a public interest group to challenge either the constitutionality oflegislation or the

lawfulness of an exercise of administrative authority where:

the applicant demonstrates a genuine interest as a citizen;

• a serious issue is raised; and

• there is no other reasonably effective manner to bring the issue before the court.

Ibid.

(1908), 39 S.C.R. 657.

Sec e.g. Cowan v. Ctiiiatiiwi Hroailcasting Corp. (I 966), 2 O.R. 309 (C.A.); Rosenberg v. GrandRiver

Conservation Authority (1976), 12 O.R. (2d)J96 (C.A.); Finhyv. Canada (MinisterofFtiumce). [1986]

2 S.C.R. 607 [I'inlay].

[1975| 1 S.C.R. \i»\Ttutrxtm\.

[1976] 2 S.C.R. 265.

[1981J2S.C.R. 575.

Supra note 17.
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C. Parens Patriae Standing to Protect Public Rights

In Canada, the discussion of a province's right to standing based on its role as parens

patriae was not extensively addressed until the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in

British Columbia v. Canadian Forest Products Ltd" In that case, a fire caused by Canadian

Forest Products' controlled burning, caused damage to approximately 1,491 hectares of

forest, including areas declared by the British Columbia Crown to be environmentally

sensitive to burn. The British Columbia Court of Appeal awarded the Crown compensation

for the "diminution of the value" of the non-harvestablc trees (in the environmentally

protected zone).

This award was the subject matter of Canadian Forest Products' appeal to the Supreme

Court ofCanada. The Crown sought compensation both as landowner and in a representative

capacity for environmental losses suffered by the public generally. In response, Canadian

Forest Products argued that such general losses are not recoverable by a landowner in tort.

The Supreme Court ofCanada acknowledged the authority ofthe Attorney General to bring

suits on behalfof the public for environmental damage stating, "[i]fjustice is to be done to

the environment, it will often fall to the Attorney General, invoking both statutory and

common law remedies, to protect the public interest."21

The Court further noted that the concept ofparens patriae is accepted in the U.S. for both

injunctory relief and damages:

Under the common law in thai country, it has long been accepted that the state has a common law parens

patriaejurisdiction to represent the collective interests of the public. This jurisdiction has historically been

successful ly exercised in relation to environmental claims involving injunctivc reliefagainst interstate public

nuisances: see, e.g.. North Dakota v. Minnesota. 263 U.S. 365 (1923), at p. 374; Missouri v. Illinois, 180 U.S.

208 (1901); Kansas v. Colorado. 206 U.S. 46 (1907); Georgia v. Tennessee Copper Co.. 206 U.S. 230

(1907); and New York v. New Jersey: 256 U.S. 296 (1921). In Tennessee Copper. Holmes J. held for the

Supreme Court ofthe United States, at p. 237, that, "the State has an interest independent o/and behind the

titles of its citizens, in all the earth and air within its domain.""4

With respect to the state of the law in Canada, the majority noted that there is no legal

barrier to the Crown suing for compensation as well as injunctivc relief in response to

environmental damage to the public at large. However, the Court was reluctant to address

this aspect ofthe Crown's claim, as "there are clearly important and novel policy questions

raised by such actions."25 Specifically, the majority noted:

It is true that the role of the Attorney General has traditionally been to seek a stop to the activity that is

interfering with the public's rights. This has led to a view that the only remedy available to the Attorney

General is injunclive relief. Some commentators regard the injunction as the "public remedy" obtained by

the Attorney General, while damages are a "private remedy" available to those private eiti/ens who have

2004 SCC 38. [2()O4| 2 S.C.R. 74 [Canadian Forest Products].

Ibid, at para. 8.

Ibid, at para. 78 [emphasis in original].

Ibid, at para. 81.
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suffered a special loss such as personal injury or damage to private property: see, e.g., P. H. Osbornc, The

Law ofTorts (2nd ed. 2(M)3), at p. 364.

Canadian courts have not universally adhered to a narrow view of the Crown's available remedies in civil

proceedings for public nuisance. In The Queen v. The Ship Sun Diamoiid,[i9$4] I F.C. 3 (T.I).), the federal

Crown sought damages in relation to cleanup costs it had incurred to mitigate damage from an oil spill in the

waters offVancouver. Damages were awarded for the cost ofthe watercleanup activities, in addition to costs

to clean Crown-owned beach and foreshore property. Walsh J. commented, "what was done was reasonable

tuul appears to be a good example of the parens patriae principle with the Crown ... acting ax what is

referred to in civil law as 'hon pere defamille "' (pp. 31 -32).26

The Crown did not present evidence at trial as to the valuation ofenvironmental damage.

The claim for environmental damage to the province was raised on appeal. Accordingly, the

majority proceeded on the basis that the measure ofdamages was limited to the commercial

value of forests which were owned by the Crown and available for commercial use. A new

claim for damages for environmental damage to the province generally based on parens

patriae was not allowed to proceed. The Supreme Court allowed the appeal and the decision

of the trial judge was restored.

In his dissenting reasons, however, LeBel J. disagreed with the majority and found that

the province could recover damages for the non-harvestable trees in the environmentally

sensitive areas. With respect to the Crown's parens patriae jurisdiction, LeBel J. stated:

My colleague speaks ofthe importance ofthe Crown's/wmv/Kj/riacjurisdiction, and argues that it should

not be attenuated by a narrow judicial construction (para. 76). Unfortunately, he then goes on to adopt just

such a narrowjudicial construction by limiting the Crown's entitlement in this particular case to entitlement

"in the role the Crown adopted in its statement ofclaim, namely that of the landowner of a tract of forest"

(para. 83). In my view, the fact that the Crown is trying to recover commercial value, or using commercial

value as a proxy for the recovery ofdamages, should not limit the Crown'sparens patriaejurisdiction. The

Crown, in seeking damages, is still fulfilling its general duly, its parens patriae function to protect the

environment and the public's interest in it. I found my colleague's legal analysis of the Crown's ability to

sue in the public interest to be correct, up to the point where he asserts that this ability should somehow be

limited at bar. The Crown's parens pmriac jurisdiction allows it to recover damages in the public interest,

even to the extent that the Crown adopts commercial value as a proxy for such damages. I therefore proceed

on the basis that the Crown's entitlement in this particular case is not limited to the damages that a private

landowner might receive."

It is significant that both the majority and the minority opinions accepted the principle that

the Crown may recover damages for harm caused to the Crown not only as a landowner but

also in its role as parens patriae. Certainly, the conclusion we can take from Canadian Forest

Products is this: Canadian common law recognizes the right ofthe Crown Attorney General,

as parens patriae, to seek equitable relief, as well as damages, from threats not only to the

Ibid, at paras. 68-69 [emphasis in original).

Ibid, at para. 158 [emphasis in original].
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Crown's proprietary or sovereign interests, but also threats to the Crown's quasi-sovereign

interest in the general well-being of its citizens.

Indeed, with respect to the Supreme Court's decision, Craig E. Jones notes:

Reading the American cases in conjunction with the Supreme Court ofCanada's unanimous recognition of

parenspatriae authority to pursue claims for damages in Canfor leads one to suspect that, just as American

courts will allow claims based on a threul to the "interest in the health and well-being - - both physical and

economic — of its residents in general," the Supreme Court of Canada will uphold a provincial Attorney

General's right to sue on a similar basis. At least in environmental claims, but potentially with respect to all

the provinces' other "quasi-sovereign" interests as well."

Jones notes, "[t]he second category of quasi-sovereign interests described in Snapp is

already recognized in Canada; the provinces do not need to rely on judicial interpretations

ofparens patriae jurisdiction to have standing on questions of federalism."2'

While provinces do not need to rely on parens patriae standing with respect to questions

of the constitutional validity of federal legislation, provincial Attorneys General have the

right to standing as parens patriae to seek prerogative writs with respect to federal

administrative action for the reasons that follow.

D. Standing for Judicial Review in Federal Court

In 1971, the federal government created the Federal Court ofCanada which was granted

exclusive original jurisdiction to conductjudicial review of federal boards, commissions, or

tribunals. Section 2( I) of the Federal Court Act30 defines these entities as "any body or any

person or persons having, exercising or purporting to exercise jurisdiction or powers

conferred by or under an Act of Parliament or by or under an order made pursuant to a

prerogative of the Crown."" Courts have held that the entities defined by s. 2(1) include

Ministers ofthe Crown." Standing in the Federal Court is governed principally by s. 18.1(1)

ofthe FCA which states:

I S.I (1) An application for judicial review may be made by the Attorney General ofCanada or by anyone

directly aflcctcd by the matter in respect of which relief is sought.

Essentially, the FCA sets out the same test articulated in Paddington regarding who may

bring an application forjudicial review: the Attorney General, a person whose private rights

are interfered with, or a person who suffers special damage peculiar to himself from the

:K Jones, supra note 7 at ISO [footnotes omitted].

20 Ibid, at 143 [footnotes omilled|. As noted earlier, the second category of quasi-sovereign interest is a

state's interest in not being discriminatorily denied its rightful status within the federal system. Sec

Alfred I.. Snapp, supra note 13.

!0 R.S.C. 1985. c. F-7, as am. by S.C. 1990. c. 8 [FCA).

" Ibid.

32 Maple Lodge Farms Lid. i: Canada. [ 1982] 2 S.C.R. 2 at 6; Canada (A.G.) v. Purcell, [ 1996] 1 F.C. 644

(C.A.) at para. 31.

33 FCA. supra note 30, s. 18.1(1).
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interference with the public right. There is little jurisprudence dealing with s. 18.1(1)

specifically. However, courts have found that the subsection's wording is broad enough to

encompass applicants who are not directly affected when they meet the test for public interest

standing.34

E. Provincial Standing to Seek Judicial Review

of Federal Administrative Action

In both American and Canadian courts, a normal litigant must show that he or she is

"directly affected" by the decision." Accordingly, states or provinces in both countries have

standing where administrative action affects a proprietary right or sovereign interest held by

the state or province.

In the U.S., standing may be granted to a state Attorney General as parens patriae to seek

judicial review offederal administrative action ifa quasi-sovereign right is affected - a basis

for standing not enjoyed by private litigants. In Canada, no court has found that a province

has status different from an ordinary litigant when considering the province's standing to

petition for judicial review of administrative decisions.

Nonetheless, the rationale for grantingNova Scotia public interest standing mNovaScotia

(A.G.) v. Ultramar Canada"" is similar to the rationale American courts have used in giving

states standing based on quasi-sovereign interests— that is, protecting the well-being ofthe

state and its citizens. In Ullramar, Nova Scotia requested judicial review of written

undertakings given by Ultramar to the Director of Investigation and Research appointed

under the federal Competition Act31 in connection with that company's purchase, and

subsequent operation of, an oil refinery. Ultramar provided a written undertaking to the

Director that it would operate the refinery for a period of seven years, barring a change in

circumstances, and, if it used its option to close the refinery, it would provide to the Director

evidence of its efforts to sell the refinery and that there was no prospective buyer.

Ultramar eventually gave notice of its intent to close the refinery on the basis ofmaterial

adverse change. Nova Scotia sought an order prohibiting the Director from making a final

determination on whether there had been a material adverse change in circumstances. It also

sought an order ofmandamus to require the Director to act to compel Ultramar to continue

the operation of the refinery in accord with the company's written undertakings.

Ultramar and the Director argued Nova Scotia did not have standing to seekjudicial relief.

The Federal Court summarized the grounds argued for refusing the province standing as:

Sec Kwicksulaineuk/Ah-kwa-mish Tribes v. Canada (Minister ofFisheries ami Oceans), 20031'CT 30,

(2003), 227 F.T.R. 96, afTd 2003 FCA 484, 127 A.C.W.S. (3d) 811, leave to appeal to S.C.C. refused,

30180 (20 May 2004).

See I'CA, supra note 30, s. 18.1; Massachusetts v. Environmental Protection Agency, 549 U.S. 497

(2007) [Massachusetts], online: Supreme Court of the United States <http://supremecourtus.gov/

opinions/06pdf-05-l l20.pdf> [cited to online].

[ 1995] 3 F.C. 713 (T.D.) {Ultramar].

R.S.C. 19X5.C.C-34.
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1. [T]he Province is nut "directly affected ..."... |as) the Director's llnul conclusion on that the matter

has no direct effect on the Province's interests, for only after that determination ... will there he any

effect of the Director's decision and action.

2. [T]lie Attorney General ofthe Province, has no role in protection ofpublic interests... competition

in the marketplace.... [The concern ofthe Dircctor| arc within the authority |and public interest] of

the Attorney General of Canada.

3. [T|hc Province is not genuinely interested in Ihe matter ... to he reviewed because [it arises] from

federal regulation of competition.... |T|he Province's principal interest is in maintaining ...

employment.

4. [T]he cases dealing with public interest standing concern actions for declaratory reliefand they do

not readily apply where the [applicant seeks)... prohibition and mandamus orders.3*

The Court rejected all four ofthese arguments. It found that any actions, notjust decisions,

ofthe Director were subject to review. It also stated in response to points one and two above

that provinces have an interest where federal boards' or regulators' actions affected matters

within provincial jurisdiction.39 Although a federal action may be within its legislative

competence, it may also affect interests arising in other contexts and other legislative

responsibilities. Moreover, the Court stated that these interests are potentially sufficient to

form a "direct" interest under s. 18.1 of the FCA.40

The Court then turned to the specific question as to whether the interests raised by the

province were sufficient to justify standing. The Court cited Friends ofthe Island v. Canada

(Minister ofPublic Works)*1 and slated:

Madame Justice Reed, as we have seen, in Friends ofthe Island, interpreting subsection 18.1(1), described

thejudicial discretion in question as turning upon assessment ofthe particular circumstances ofthe case and

"the type of interest which the applicant holds", presumably provided that interest is affected by the matter

on which judicial review is sought.42

The Court further stated:

In my opinion, the Province's interests in competition in the local petroleum market and its interests in

continued economic activity and employment at the refinery cannot be taken as other than genuine, important

public interests which only the Province can represent. These are interests which are affected, in my view,

as a result of the activity of the Director in dealing with the issue of material adverse change as raised by

Ultramar under the 1990 undertaking.43

M Ultramar, supra note 36 at 734-35.

Ibid,

■"' Ibid, at para. 42.

41 [1993] 2 F.C. 229(T.D.).

'' Ultramar, supra note 36 at 737.

" Ibid, at para. 738.
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The Court concluded that the interests ofthe province were genuine and important and it

was "directly affected" by the Director's actions. As such, the circumstances "clearly

warranted] recognition of standing for the applicant to seek the relief sought by way of

proceedings for judicial review."44

Although it was not specifically stated, the articulation of the interest affected by the

federal government— continued economic activity and employment and competition in the

local petroleum market — are quasi-sovereign interests which, in the words of the Court,

"only the Province can represent."45 The Court determined that Nova Scotia had public

interest standing but, using the well-developed analysis in the American courts, the Court

could have easily characterized the Director's effect on Nova Scotia's quasi-sovereign

interests in petroleum markets and economic activity within the province as "directly

affecting" Nova Scotia. Indeed the Court stated that these interests are sufficient to form a

"direct interest" under s. 18.1 of the FCA.*6 However, it does not appear that Nova Scotia

argued that it should be granted standing as a right on the basis ofparens patriae.

However, parens patriae standing for a province to challenge a federal decision was

directly addressed in Prince Edward Island v. Canada.*1 Prince Edward Island issued a

statement of claim against the defendants, seeking a series of declarations respecting

decisions made pursuant to s. 7 of the Fisheries Acf** including that the Minister:

• breached his public trust obligations;

• failed to comply with his own policies and has taken into account considerations not

contemplated by these policies;

• took irrelevant considerations into account;

• failed to act in accordance with the principles of procedural fairness; and

• failed to meet fishers' legitimate expectations.

Canada applied to strike the statement of claim on numerous grounds including that the

province had no standing to pursue the action. The breach ofpublic trust obligations was set

out in Prince Edward Island's statement of claim:

The fishery in Canada is a common property resource that is managed by Canada or the Minister, or both,

as a trustee, or fiduciary, and Tor the benefit ofall Canadians, as beneficiaries. As such, they are required to

comply with all common law obligations that pertain to that role. Those common law responsibilities include

the duty to act in good faith, to act in the interests of all beneficiaries and to avoid conflicts of interest, to

preserve the fishery, to act prudently, to treat all beneficiaries impartially and with an even hand, and to

furnish information and reasons to persons atfected by his decisions, to Islanders and Canadians generally,

Ibid, at para. 739.

Ibid, at para.738.

Ibid, at para. 760.

2005 PESCTD 57, 256 Nfld. & P.E.l.R. 343 [Prince Edward Island].

R.S.C. 1985. c.K-14 [FA].
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about the management of the fishery, l-'or ease of reference, these obligations will be referred to as the

"Public Trust Obligations."49

In considering the nature ofthe tort of"breach ofpublic trust," the motionsjudge referred

to Canadian Forest Products as evidence that Canadian common law recognizes the Crown's

right to standing to claim against a party causing damage to the public interest/" Justice

Campbell also noted that there is a long-standing recognition that common property and

public rights are vested with the Crown and that Henry de Bracton in Bracton on the Laws

andCustoms ofEngland recognized this as early as the thirteenth century. Specifically, the

Court noted:

Ifa government can exert its right, as guardian ofthe public interest, to claim against a party causing damage

to that public interest, then it would seem that in another case, a beneficiary of the public interest ought to

be able to claim against the government for a failure to properly protect the public interest. A right gives rise

to a corresponding duty.

The motions judge found that the province had standing to seek relief for the federal

Crown's breach ofduty to act as trustee for the fishery and dismissed Canada's application

to strike the statement of claim. On appeal to the Prince Edward Island Supreme Court,

Appeal Division, the panel ofjudges struck the statement ofclaim on the grounds that s. 7

ofthe FA conveyed an absolute discretion on the Minister to grant licences, and therefore the

remaining claim against the Crown disclosed no reasonable cause ofaction. The Court also

ruled that the public trust claim should be heard by the Federal Court and did not address the

standing of the province to bring such a claim against the federal Crown.51

The Minister's discretion under s. 7 of the FA was also challenged in Federal Court in

Nunavut Territory (AC) v. Canada (A.G.).iA The Attorney General of Nunavut applied for

judicial review ofthe shrimp quota allocation made by the Minister ofFisheries and Oceans

with respect to the waters near Baffin Island for the year 2003. The Attorney General of

Canada asserted that Nunavut's Attorney General lacked standing to bring the application.

The Federal Court agreed that Nunavut's Attorney General did not have standing to bring

the application as he was not a person directly affected by the allocation. First, Nunavut

Territory's legislative jurisdiction was not in conflict with the authority of the Minister to

issue fishery licences and to fix quotas. Second, no other interest ofthe applicant was directly

affected by the decision here under review as there was no evidence before the Court that the

Government ofNunavut held any interest in a Northern shrimp fishery licence."

The Court also declined to grant public interest standing to Nunavut as there was another

reasonable and effective way to bring the Minister's quota allocation decision for judicial

review. The judicial review application should have been brought, according to the Court,

Prince Edward Island, supra note 47 at para. 6.

Ibid at para. 35.

Trans, by Samuel E. Thome (Cambridge, Mass.: Hclknap, 1968) at 327.

Prince Edward Island, supra note 47 at para. 37.

Canada (A.G.) v. Prince Edward Island. 2006 PESCAD 27. 263 Ntld. & P.li.I.R. 4.

2005 FC 342,265 F.T.R. 193 [,Vwkii-w|.

Ibid, at paras. 40-41.
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by Nunavut Tunngavik Inc., the representative organization of lnuit in Nunavut who held

fishery rights under the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement Act.™ It does not appear that the

Attorney General of Nunavut argued that he had standing as a right to protect a quasi-

sovereign interest of Nunavut."

However, such an argument was advanced in Alberta v. Canada (Wheat Board)?* In that

case, the province argued that in the assignment and management of quotas the respondent

was failing to fulfill certain of its statutory obligations under the Canadian Wheat Board

Act?' The Canadian Wheat Board (CWB) argued that the province had no standing as it was

not "directly affected" by the quotas.

Three bases were advanced for standing on the part of the province: first, as a person or

entity "directly affected" by the grain delivery program of the respondent; second, on the

basis ofpublic interest; and third, as ofright.*0 The Federal Court found that the province was

not "directly affected" by the CWB policy and that it was not appropriate to grant the

province public interest standing as there were other, more appropriate petitioners to bring

such an application — farmers in Alberta.

With respect to its assertion that the province enjoyed standing as a right, the province

noted it:

• had long been interested in grain marketing in the province of Alberta;

had exercised a long-standing regulatory role in relation to the production, supply,

delivery, and marketing of agricultural products in the province; and

had a social and economic interest in maintaining farm operations and the resulting

employment in the province.6'

This, according to the province, demonstrated that the province was "directly affected"

or was a proper public interest litigant in much the same way that Nova Scotia was in

Ultramar. The Court did not accept that argument and suggested that only farmers were

directly affected by CWB quotas. In the alternative, the province argued that it had standing

as a right although it did concede that it was not clear whether Canadian courts recognized

S.C. 1993, c. 29.

It is arguable, however, that Nunavut would be granted such standing as it is not a Crown separate from

the federal Crown with distinct sovereign interests but rather a creature of federal legislation. As such,

the rationale for such standing outlined, the sovereign right of the Crown to standing, infra note 140,

is not present. l;or more on the constitutional nature of the territorial governments see: Federation

Franco-tenoi.se v. Canada. 2001 FCA 220. [2001) 3 F.C. 641; I'enikell v. Canada (1988). 45 D.L.R.

(4lh) 108 (H.C.C.A.);>W/o»*ni/i'/•«/>//<• Denominational District Education Authority v. Euchner,2QM

NWTSC 15. 283 D.L.R. (4th) 400; Northwest Territories v. Public Sen-ice Alliance ofCamilla, 2001

FCA 162. [2001] 3 F.C. 566.

[ 1998] 2 F.C. 156 (T.D.) [Canadian Wheat Board].

R.S.C. 1985.C.C-24.

Canadian Wheat Hoard, supra note 58 at para. 28.

Ibid.
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that a provincial Crown had prerogative right to standing for judicial review of federal

bodies. In response, the Court stated:

Finally, on standing as of right, it is to be noted that Parliament specifically provided such standing to the

Attorney General of Canada. I am not prepared to conclude that failure to grant equivalent standing to the

attorneys general ofthe provinces was a mere oversight. If Parliament had intended to confer such standing

it could easily have done so. I am not prepared to read into section 18.1 of the Federal Court Ait the words

(hat counsel for the applicant would have me rend in. Nor, in the absence of such words, do I feel at liberty

to recognize a common law right of standing. '

The Court concluded that the applicant province did not have standing to bring an

application forjudicial review. The Federal Court ofAppeal dismissed Alberta's appeal and

did not address its arguments that a province should have standing as a right with respect to

questions of general importance.6'

In both Nunavut and Canadian Wheat Board, the fact that the province (or territory) had

an interest in the economic well-being of its citizens was not regarded as a direct interest and,

in Canadian Wheat Board, the Court characterized such a basis of standing to be an

exemption to the general rule outlined in the FCA. As the American cases discussed below

have demonstrated, the better view is that the province's (and perhaps territory's) role as

parens patriae, a role long-established at common law, does not create an exception to the

normal rules for standing. As provincial Crowns have a special role as parens patriae, they

should be subject to different standing requirements than normal litigants. Where it can be

demonstrated that a federal body's actions will affect a province's quasi-sovereign interest,

this action directly affects the province. As such, there is no need to consider whether public

interest standing is applicable or whether an exemption to normal standing requirements has

been created by the legislature.

IV. Standing in the United States

A. Standing to Enforce Public Rights

As in Canada, in the U.S., a party must show particular harm to be granted standing to

request review ofgovernment action. This stems from thejurisprudence surrounding art. Ill,

s. 2 ofthe U.S. Constitution which gives the courtsjurisdiction over cases or controversies."

American cases have established that standing will be granted where an actual case or

controversy exists, meaning three elements arc present: first, to be a legally protected

62 Ibid at para. 33.

" Alberta v. Camilla (Canadian Wheat Board) (1998), 234 N.R. 74 (F.C.A.).

M The U.S. Constitution, U.S. Const, art.lll, § 2. cl. I reads:

The Judicial Power shall extend to all Cases, in Law and Kquity. arising under this Constitution,

the Laws of the United States, and Treaties made, or which shall he made, under their

Authority; to all Cases a fleeting Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls;-lo all Cases

of admiralty and maritime Jurisdielion;-to Controversies to which the United States shall be a

Parly;-lo Controversies between two or more Slates;-belwecn a State and Citizens of another

Slale;-bctween Citizens of different Slalcs;-between (ili/cns of the Same Stale claiming land

under Grams ofdifferent Stales, and between a Slate, or Ihe Citizens thereof, and foreign Slates,

Citizens or Subjects.
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interest, the plaintiffmust have suffered an injury which is (a) concrete and particularized,65

and (b) actual or imminent, not conjectural or hypothetical;66 second, there must be a causal

connection between the injury and the conduct complained of;67 and third, it must be likely,

as opposed to merely speculative, that the injury will be redressed by a favourable decision.68

Specifically, in Baker v. Carr,M the U.S. Supreme Court stated that the essence ofstanding

was whether the petitioners have "such a personal stake in the outcome of the controversy

as to assure that concrete adverseness which sharpens the presentation of issues upon which

the court so largely depends for illumination."7"

The U.S. Supreme Court discussed standing at length in Lujan (Secretary ofthe Interior)

v. Defenders of Wildlife.11 In that case, the petitioners challenged a decision made pursuant

to the Endangered Species Act of 1973.1Z The Secretaries of the Interior and Commerce

initially promulgated a joint regulation extending the requirements of the ESA to U.S.

government actions taken in foreign nations, but a subsequent rule limited the section's

geographic scope to the U.S. and the high seas. The petitioners, a non-profit private sector

organization, sought a declaratory judgment that the new regulation erred as to the

geographic scope ofthe ESA and requested an order requiring the Secretaries to promulgate

a new rule restoring the initial interpretation.

The Court concluded that the respondents lacked standing to seek judicial review ofthe

rule. Writing for the Court, Scalia J. found that the petitioners did not demonstrate that they

suffered an injury specific to them. None ofthe petitioners would be directly affected apart

from the members' special interest in the subject."

B. Public Interest Standing

Like Canadian courts, American courts have an exception to the general rule that non-

justiciable cases — those that raise no controversy or injury — are moot. American courts

may exercise their discretion to grant a public interest exemption to the mootness doctrine

where:

* the disputed issues are capable of repetition;

• the mootness doctrine, if applied, may cause review of the issues to be repeatedly

circumvented; and

Warth v. Seldin. 422 U.S. 490 al 508 (1975); Sierra Club v. Morion (Secretary ofthe Interior), 405 U.S.

727 at 740-41. n. 16(1972).

Los Angeles (City off v. Lyons, 461 U.S. 95 al 102 (1983).

Simon (Secretary ofthe Treasmv) v. Eastern Kentucky Welfare Rights Organization, 426 U.S. 26 at 41 -
42(1976).

Ibid al 38.

369 U.S. 186(1961).

Ibid, at 204.

504 U.S. 555 (1992) [bijou].

16 U.S.C. § 1531 (1973) [ESA}.

Lujan, supra note 71 at 563.
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• the issues presented are so important to the public interest as to justify overriding

the mootness doctrine.74

C. Parens Patriae Standing to Protect Public Rights

Parens patriae is an increasingly important basis for standing in American courts for states

seeking to protect their quasi-sovereign interests, such as those relating to its citizens' health

or safety and even economic well-being. Courts in the U.S. have also recognized the interest

of a state in procuring the protection of federal legislation to be a quasi-sovereign interest.

In the U.S., parens patriae has a long history as a basis for states to seek equitable relief

or damages from private parties. Less commonly, governments will also rely on parens

patriae standing to petition courts for prerogative writs restraining or ordering action from

the federal government or another state. Standing may be granted where a state is seeking

to protect a sovereign or quasi-sovereign interest.

That a parens patriae action could rest upon the articulation of a quasi-sovereign interest

was first recognized by the U.S. Supreme Court in Louisiana v. Texas.™ In that case,

Louisiana unsuccessfully sought to enjoin a quarantine maintained by Texas officials, which

had the effect of limiting trade between Texas and the Port of New Orleans. The Court

labelled Louisiana's interest in the litigation as that ofparens patriae, and went on to describe

that interest by distinguishing it from the sovereign and proprietary interests ofthe state:

Inasmuch as the vindication ofthe freedom ofinterstate commerce is not committed to the State ofLouisiana,

and thai Stale is not engaged in such commerce, the cause of action must be regarded not as involving any

infringement ofthe powers of the Stale of Louisiana, or any special injury to her property, but as asserting

that the State is entitled to seek relief in this way because the matters complained of affect her citizens at

large.76

Further cases followed in which states successfully sought to represent the interests of

their citizens in enjoining public nuisances and protecting economic well-being.77 The public

nuisance and economic well-being interests were brought together in Georgia v.

Pennsylvania Railroad.1* In that case, Georgia alleged that some 20 railroads had conspired

to fix freight rates in a manner that discriminated against Georgia shippers in violation ofthe

federal antitrust laws. In discussing Georgia's standing, the Court stated:

Southern Pacific Terminal v. Interstate Commerce Commission, 219 U.S. 498 at 514-16 (1911); Moore

v. Ogilvie (Governor ofIllinois). 394 U.S. 814 at 816 (1969); Carroll v. President and Commissioners

ofPrincess Anne, 393 U.S. 175 at 178-79 (1968); UnitedSlates v. W. T. Grant Co., 345 U.S. 629 at 632-

33 (1953); Roe v. Wade (District Attorney ofDallas County), 410 U.S. 113 at 124-25 (1973).

176 U.S. I (1900).

Ibid, at 19.

North Dakota v. Minnesota, 263 U.S. 365 (1923); Wyoming v. Colorado. 259 U.S. 419 (1922); New

York v. New Jersey. 256 U.S. 296 (1921); Kansas' v. Colorado. 206 U.S. 46 (1907); Georgia v.
TennesseeCopper.206U.S.23O( 1907)[TennesseeCopper];Kansasv.Colorado, 185U.S. 125(1902);

Missouri v. Illinois, 180 U.S. 208 (1901) [Missouri],

324 U.S. 439 (1945) [Pennsylvania Railroad].
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If the allegations of the bill arc taken us true, the economy of Georgia and the welfare ofher citizens have

seriously suffered as the result of this alleged conspiracy.... [Trade barriers] may cause a blight no less

serious than the spread ofnoxious gas over the land or the deposit ofsewage in the streams. They may affect

the prosperity and welfare ofa State as profoundly as any diversion ofwaters from the rivers.... Georgia as

a representative of the public is complaining of a wrong which, if proven, limits the opportunities of her

people, shackles her industries, retards her development, and relegates her to an inferior economic position

among her sister States. These arc matters of grave public concern in which Georgia has an interest apart

from that of particular individuals who may be affected.

The U.S. Supreme Court reviewed the history of parens patriae, examined the nature of

parens patriae standing, and considered which quasi-sovereign interests support standing on

the parens patriae basis in Alfred L. Snapp.m In that case, Puerto Rico sought to sue in its

capacity as parens patriae against a number ofindividuals and companies for discrimination

against Puerto Rican farm workers. Specifically, Puerto Rico alleged that the companies were

acting in violation ofboth the Wagner-PeyserAcf' and the Immigration andNationality Act

ofl952.*2 The purposes of this statutory scheme was to give American workers, including

citizens of Puerto Rico, a preference over temporary foreign workers for jobs that become

available in the U.S. To establish parens patriae standing, Puerto Rico alleged that the

violation of the federal scheme deprived

"the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico of its right to effectively participate in the benefits of the Federal

Employment Service System of which it is a part" and thereby caused irreparable injury to the

Commonwealth's efforts "to promote opportunities for profitable employment for Puerto Rican laborers and

to reduce unemployment in the Commonwealth."

The Court stated that the Commonwealth's standing was not based on proprietary interests

or sovereign interests. Puerto Rico's allegations that the defendants discriminated against

Puerto Ricans in favour offoreign labourers fell within the Commonwealth's quasi-sovereign

interest relating to the general well-being of its citizens.84 The Court found that Puerto Rico

had parens patriae standing to pursue its residents' interests in the Commonwealth's full and

equal participation in the federal employment service scheme established by the laws

involved here." However, the Court characterized Puerto Rico's interest as a "quasi-

sovereign" interest. Such interests, according to the Court, stand apart from sovereign

interests, proprietary interests, or private interests. They consist ofa set of interests that the

state has in the well-being of its populace. However, a quasi-sovereign interest must be

sufficiently concrete to create an actual controversy between the state and the defendant in

order to be considered a matter suitable for review by the Court under art. Ill of the U.S.

Constitution.86

Ibid at 450-51.

Supra note 13.

29 U.S.C. §49(1933).

8U.S.C. § 1101 (1952).

Alfred L. Snapp, supra note 13 at 598.

Ibid at 608.

Ibid at 609.

Ibid at 602.
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The Court made the following conclusions regarding the case law involving parens patriae

actions. Two requirements must be met: first, "[i]n order to maintain such an action, the State

must articulate an interest apart from the interests ofparticular private parties, i.e., the State

must be more than a nominal party. [Second, t]he State must express a quasi-sovereign

interest."87 With respect to the second requirement, the Court stated that the there were two

types ofquasi-sovereign interests (although the categories were not closed):

First, a Stale has a quasi-sovereign interest in the health and well-being — both physical and economic —

ofils residents in general. Second, a Slate has a quasi-sovereign interest in not being discriminutorily denied

its rightful status within the federal system.8

For the first type ofquasi-sovereign interest, the Court commented that, when determining

whether an alleged injury to the health and welfare of its citizens suffices to give the state

standing to sue as parens patriae, one should ask whether the injury is one that the state, if

it could, would likely attempt to address through its own sovereign law-making powers.8' For

the second form ofquasi-sovereign interest, the Court noted that a state has a right to ensure

that the state and its residents are not excluded from the benefits that are to flow from

participation in the federal system.90

Therefore, there were two significant developments in the American courts' articulation

ofwhat constitutes a quasi-sovereign interest. Threats to a state's economic well-being or its

citizens' health or welfare from a public nuisance were recognized as quasi-sovereign

interests which could be enjoined and where damages could be sought. Additionally, with

Alfred L. Snapp, the U.S. Supreme Court clarified another type of quasi-sovereign interest

— the right fora state's citizens to obtain the benefits of federal legislation.

D. State Standing to Seek Judicial Review

of Federal Administrative Action

In the U.S. Supreme Court cases discussed above, states were primarily seeking equitable

relief or damages from other states or individuals for actions which undermined their quasi-

sovereign interests. However, the ability of a state to seek judicial review of federal

administrative action was not addressed comprehensively by the U.S. Supreme Court until

Massachusetts.91 In that case, a group ofstates, local governments, and private organizations

alleged in a petition forcertiorari that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) had failed

to fulfill its responsibilities under the Amendments to Clean Air Act92 to regulate the

emissions of four greenhouse gases.

Ibid, at 607.

Ibid.

Ibid

Ibid, at 608.

Supra note 35.

42 U.S.C. § 7521 (1990) \CAA\.
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On 8 September 2003, the EPA entered an order denying a rule-making petition.'3 The

order was in response to a petition filed by 19 private organizations asking the EPA to

regulate greenhouse gas emissions from new motor vehicles under s. 202 of the CAA.94

The petitioners sought review of the EPA's order in the U.S. Court of Appeals. Two

judges agreed that the EPA properly used its discretion under s. 202(a)(l) in denying the

petition." In his decision, Randolph J. concluded that the EPA was reasonable in basing its

decision on scientific uncertainty as well as on other policy factors.96 Justice Sentelle found

that the petitioners lacked standing as their application was based on harm to humanity at

large rather than particular injuries to the petitioners.47 In support ofthis, Sentelle J. cited the

U.S. Supreme Court reasons in Lujan.

The third member of the panel, Tatel J., dissented and found that Massachusetts had

satisfied each element ofstanding: injury, causation, and redressability.98 Justice Tatel found

that the EPA's failure to curb greenhouse gas emissions contributed to the sea level changes

that threatened Massachusetts' coastal property." With respect to redressability, Tatel J.

found that the petitioners had established through expert evidence that achievable reductions

in emissions ofgreenhouse gases from American motor vehicles would "delay and moderate

many ofthe adverse impacts ofglobal warming."100 Justice Tatel concluded that the statute

provided EPA with authority to regulate greenhouse gas emissions and its refusal to exercise

that authority was not justified.101

The petitioners appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court. With respect to standing, the U.S.

Supreme Court found, like Tatel J. at the Court of Appeal, that the special position and

interest of Massachusetts were sufficient to satisfy the elements of standing.102 More

controversially, however, the Court distinguished the applicants' petition in Lujan from

Massachusetts' position, noting that it was ofconsiderable relevance that the party seeking

review was a sovereign state and not, as it was in Lujan, a private individual.103

Tojustify its treatment ofstates in a different manner compared to ordinary litigants, the

Court relied principally on Holmes J.'s opinion in Tennessee Copper,m a case in which

" 68 Fed. Ret;. 52922 (2003).

*• Section 752l(aXl)ofthe CAA, supra note 92 reads:

The Administrator shall by regulation prescribe (and from time to time revise) in accordance with

the provisions of this section, standards applicable to the emission ofany air pollutant from any

class or classes ofnew motor vehicles or new motor vehicle engines, which in hisjudgment cause,

or contribute to, air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or

welfare.

'$ Massachusetts v. Environmental Protection Agency, 415 F.3d 50 at 58 (D.C. Cir. 2005).

% Ibid.

" Ibid at 60.

" Ibid, at 64.

* Ibid, at 65.

100 Ibid.

101 Ibid, at 67-82.

"" Massachusetts, supra note 35 at 15 of the majority judgment.

105 Ibid.

104 Supra note 77.
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Georgia sought to protect its citizens from air pollution originating outside its borders. Justice

Holmes stated:

The case has been argued largely as if it were one between two private parties; but it is not. The very

elements that would be relied upon in a suit between fellow-citizens as a ground for equitable relief ure

wanting here. The Slate owns very little of the territory alleged to be affected, and the damage to it capable

ofestimate in money, possibly, at least, is small. This is a suit by a Stale for an injury to it in its capacity of

</Mrt\(-sovcrcign. In that capacity the Slate has an interest independent ofand behind the titles of its citizens,

in all the earth and air within its domain. It has the last word as to whether its mountains shall be stripped

of their forests and its inhabitants shall breathe pure air.1"5

The Court went on to explain that when a state enters the Union, it surrenders certain

sovereign prerogatives. These sovereign prerogatives are now lodged with the U.S. federal

government. The U.S. Congress had ordered the EPA to protect Massachusetts (among other

states) by prescribing standards applicable to the "emission of any air pollutant from any

class or classes of new motor vehicles or new motor vehicle engines, which in [the

Administrator's] judgment cause, or contribute to. air pollution which may reasonably be

anticipated to endanger public health or welfare."106 Accordingly, the Court reasoned that

Massachusetts was entitled to special consideration in a standing analysis.

With respect to injury, the Court stated that: *'[t]he harms associated with climate change

are serious and well recognized."107 The Court stated that the petitioners had identified a

number ofenvironmental changes that have already inflicted signi ficant harms, including the

global retreat ofmountain glaciers, reduction in snow-cover, earlier spring melting ofrivers

and lakes, and the accelerated rate of rise of sea levels during the twentieth century.

Specifically, the Court noted that rising seas had already reduced Massachusetts' coastal

land.108 The Court concluded that, at a minimum, the EPA's refusal to regulate such
emissions contributed to Massachusetts' injuries.""

Finally, with respect to redressability, the Court stated that the petitioners need only show

that a realistic possibility exists that the relief they sought would mitigate global climate

change and remedy their injuries.' "'Given that a reduction in domestic emissions would slow

the pace of increases in global emissions, regardless of what happens elsewhere, the Court

found that Massachusetts met this test.'" The Court concluded that

|i]n sum—at least according to petitioners' uncontested affidavits—the rise in sea levels associated with

global warming has already harmed and will continue to harm Massachusetts. The risk ofcatastrophic harm,

though remote, is nevertheless real. That risk would be reduced to some extent if petitioners received the

Ibid, at 237.

Supra note 92.

Massachusetts, supra note 35 at 18 ofthe majority judgment.

//)/</. at 19 ofthe majority judgment.

Ibid, at 20 ofthe majority judgment.

Ibid, at 21; see also Larson (Commissioner ofSecurities) v. Valente, 45b U.S. 228 at 243. n. 15(1982).

Massachusetts, ibid, at 23 ofthe majority judgment.
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relief they suck. Wo therefore hold llml petitioners have standing to challenge the EPA's denial of their

rulcmaking petition.'l2

The Court ultimately concluded that the EPA had the authority and was obligated to

regulate emissions of greenhouse gases from new motor vehicles under the CAA.Ui

Specifically, the Court noted that the CAA provides that the EPA shall prescribe standards

applicable to the emission of air pollutants from motor vehicles."4 The EPA offered no

reasoned explanation for its refusal to decide whether greenhouse gases cause or contribute

to climate change."5

Chief Justice Roberts together with Scalia, Thomas, and Alito JJ., wrote dissenting

reasons. First, the minority rejected the petition as non-justiciable. Citing Lujan and

DaimlerChrysler Corp. v. Cttno,"6 Roberts C.J. found that the dispute was not a proper "case

or controversy," as the terms have been interpreted under art. 111 ofthe U.S. Constitution, and

was more properly a matter for the legislative and executive branches to address."7

Second, Roberts C.J. found there was no petitioner with standing to sue."8 In this regard,

the dissent found that the majority "changed the rules" regarding standing for states to seek

judicial review."* Chief Justice Roberts argued there was no basis for relaxing art. Ill's

standing requirements because the asserted injuries were pressed by a state. Indeed, Roberts

C.J. stated that any support for special treatment was "conspicuously absent from the Court's

opinion."120 Chief Justice Roberts conceded that Tennessee Copper drew a distinction

between a state and private litigants, but solely with respect to available remedies and not for

art. Ill standing.121 He pointed out that the Court in Tennessee Copper merely explained that

while a complaining private litigant would have to accept a legal remedy — one "for pay"

— the state was entitled to equitable relief.122 He did not find that a state could show standing

where a private party could not in Tennessee Copper. Nor, asserted Roberts C.J., was such

special treatment supported by the statute.123

Finally, Roberts C.J. argued that the Court overlooked the fact that thejurisprudence has

held that while a state might assert a quasi-sovereign right as parens patriae for the protection

of its citizens, it cannot assert such a right in respect of its relations with the federal

government. In that field, it is the U.S., and not the state, which has that right.124 Indeed, he

Ibid.

Ibid, al 26 ofthe majority judgment.

Ibid, al 25 of the majority judgment.

Ibid, at 32 of the majority judgment.

547 U.S. 332 (2006) at 341.

i\fassachusells, supra note 35 at 2 of the dissenting judgment.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid

Ibid.

Tennessee Copper, supra note 77 al 237-238.

Massachusetts, supra nolc 35 al 4 of the dissenting judgment.

i;* Ibid, at 5 of the dissenting judgment, citing Massachusetts v. Mellon (Secretary ofthe Treasury), 262

U.S. 447 at 485-86 (1923) [Mellon, footnotes omitlcd] where the Court slaied:

It cannot be conceded that a State, as parens palriae, may institute judicial proceedings to protect

cili/ens ofthe United States from the operation ofthe statutes thereof. While the State, under some
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suggested that Alfred L Snapp specifically stated that a slate does not have standing as

parens patriae to bring an action against the federal government.125

Justice Stevens, writing for the majority, answered the Chief Justice's criticism in a

footnote to the Court's opinion.126 Justice Stevens noted Mellon itselfdisavowed any such

reading. Instead, Mellon stands for the proposition that a state cannot use the courts to protect

its citizens from the operation of federal statutes.127 However, in Pennsylvania Railroad, the

Court noted that there is a critical difference between allowing a state "to protect her citizens

from the operation of federal statutes" and allowing a state to assert its rights under federal

law.128 Massachusetts did not dispute that the CAA applies to its citizens; rather, it sought to

assert its rights under the CAA.U<>

Following the Massachusetts decision, state parens patriae standing to seekjudicial review

of a federal decision may be granted to protect a quasi-sovereign interest. The elements of

the right to this type of standing can be summarized as:

(1) A state has special status to seek remedies where a quasi-sovereign interest is being

adversely affected even ifthere is no direct injury to the state but a decision affects

its citizens' economic or physical health or welfare;

(2) The injurious, or potentially injurious, effect must be concrete and imminent and

capable of redress by a court;

(3) Where a state's quasi-sovereign interest is adversely affected by a federal

government decision, parens patriae standing may be granted; and

(4) The relief requested cannot be such that the state is seeking to exempt its citizens

or territory from the application of federal law but rather seeking to extend the

protection of the government law to its quasi-sovereign interests.

As noted above, the main clarification AlfredL. Snapp brought to parens patriae standing

was that a state may bring an action to ensure that its citizens enjoy the benefits of federal

legislative schemes. A state, because it has given up legislativejurisdiction in certain realms,

has a quasi-sovereign interest in ensuring that legislation enacted by the federal government

applies to its state on an equitable basis. Massachusetts confirmed that this special status to

seek remedies in a court extends to judicial review of federal public bodies.

circumstances, may sue in thai capacity for the protection of its citi/ens. it is no part of its duty or

power to enforce their rights in respect of their relations with the Federal Government.

Alfred I.. Snapp. supra note 13 at 610, n. 16.

:* .Massachusetts, supra note 35, n. 17 of the majority judgment.

:' Ibid; see also Mellon, supra note 124.

21 Pennsylvania Railroad, supra note 78 at 447.

Massachusetts, supra note 35, n. 17 of the majority judgment.
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V. The Proper Role of the

Parens Patriae Doctrine in Canadian Courts

A. The Role of the Courts in a Federal State

In international law, it is axiomatic that sovereignty justifies state action within the slate's

territory (subject, of course, to internationally accepted norms).130 It is also accepted that a

sovereign state may act to protect itself from threats to its legitimate sovereign interests

outside its territory.131

A federation is normally understood as a group of sovereign states that voluntarily hand

over part oftheir sovereignty to a central government which is subsequently endowed with

agreed upon legislative jurisdiction within the bounds of the federation. Chief Justice

Marshall stated in Gibbons v. Ogden that prior to the formation of the federation, the states

were sovereign, were completely independent, and were connected with each other only by a league. This

is true. But when these allied sovereigns converted their league into a government, when (hey converted their

congress ofambassadors, deputed to deliberate on their common concerns, and to recommend measures of

general utility, into a legislature, empowered to enact laws on the most interesting subjects, the whole

character in which the states appear, underwent a change, the extent of which must be determined by a fair

consideration of the instrument by which that change was effected.132

The Supreme Court ofCanada made this point particularly clear in the Canadian context:

The federal character ofthe Canadian Constitution was recognized in innumerablejudicial pronouncements.

We will quote only one, that of Lord Watson in Liquidators ofthe Maritime Bank ofCanada v. Receiver-

General ofNew Brunswick, supra, at pp. 441 -42:

The object of the Act was neither to weld the provinces into one, nor to subordinate provincial

governments to a central authority, but to create a federal government in which they should all be

represented, entrusted with the exclusive administration of affairs in which they had a common

interest, each province retaining its independence and autonomy.133

Typically where provincial or slate legislative jurisdiction ends and federal jurisdiction

begins is set out in a federal constitution. Questions regarding the interpretation oflegislative

jurisdiction between the sub-units and federal government are resolved judicially. The

seminal case regarding the U.S. Supreme Court's jurisdiction to review government

legislation on federal grounds is Gibbons.1** The Judicial Council ofthe Privy Council also

assumed jurisdiction to review provincial and federal legislation for compliance with the

J.L. Brierly, The Law ofNations: An Introduction to the International Law of Peace, 6th cd. by Sir

Humphrey Waldock (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963) at 7-16.

See e.g. Trail SmelterArbitration (UnitedStates v. Canada) (1938,1941),3 United Nations Reports of

International Arbitral Awards 190S at 1965.

22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 1 at 187 (1824) [Gibbons],

Reference Re Resolution to Amend the Constitution, [1981] 1 S.C.R. 753 at 905; Liquidators ofthe

Maritime Bank ofCanada v. New Brunswick (Receiver General), [1892] 1 A.C. 437 at 441-42 (P.C.).

Supra note 132.
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enumeration ofpowers in The Constitution Act, I867l3i in Citizens Insurance v. Parsons.116

Peter W. Hogg summarizes the role of the courts in a federal constitutional state: "The fact

is that disputes as to the distribution of legislative power are inevitable within a federation,

and ultimately there is no body with power to decide them other than the courts."137

As discussed, in the U.S., standing may be granted to a state government to seek judicial

review of a federal decision if it is a quasi-sovereign right. The courts recognize that such

standing flows naturally from the fact that a federation is a voluntary union of sovereign

states.

For example, in Missouri,1"Missouri sought an injunction to prevent the defendants from

discharging sewage in such a way as to pollute the Mississippi River in Missouri. The U.S.

Supreme Court relied upon an analogy to independent countries in order to delineate those

interests that a state could pursue in federal court as parens patriae:

It is true that no question ofboundary is involved, nor ofdirect property rights belonging to the complainant

Stale. But it must surely be conceded that, if the health and comfort of the inhabitants of a State arc

threatened, the State is the proper party to represent and defend them. If Missouri were an independent and

sovereign State all must admit that she could seek a remedy by negotiation, and, that failing, by force.

Diplomatic powers and the right to make war having been surrendered to the general government, it was to

be expected that upon the latter would be devolved the duty of providing a remedy and that remedy, we

think, is found in the constitutional provisions we arc considering.

Using an analysis similar to Missouri, the U.S. Supreme Court explained in Massachusetts

that when a state enters the Union, it surrenders certain sovereign prerogatives. For example,

Massachusetts "cannot invade Rhode Island to force reductions in greenhouse gas emissions,

it cannot negotiate an emissions treaty with China or India, and in some circumstances the

exercise of its police powers to reduce in-state motor vehicle emissions might well be pre

empted."140 Since these sovereign prerogatives are now lodged in the U.S. Federal

Government, the Court reasoned that states are entitled to special consideration in a standing

analysis.

In a federation, regional governments are autonomous sovereign entities which have

decided to form a central government with agreed upon legislative jurisdiction resting with

the wider federal state. Since the regional governments do not enjoy full legislative or

geographic sovereignty over the federal state as a whole; and the courts arc the final arbiter

of the limits of the geographic and legislative jurisdiction in a federation, regional

governments deserve special status with respect to standing. Although this rationale is

applicable to both Canadian and American federalism, the right to special rights to standing

(U.K.) 30 & 31 Viet., c. 3, reprinted in R.S.C. 1985. App. II. No. 5.

(1881), 7 App. Cas. % (P.C.); see also Peter W. Hogg, Constitutional Imw ofCanada, looseleaf cd.

(Scarborough. Ont.: Thomson Carswcll, 1997) at 5-23.

Peter W. Hogg, Constitutional Imw ofCamilla, 5lh ed. Supp. (Scarborough: Carswcll, 2007) 5-26.

Supra note 77.

Ibid, at 241.

Massachusetts, supra note 35 at 16 ofthe majority judgment.
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for states has been recognized and elucidated much more comprehensively by the American

courts than by Canadian courts.

B. The Scope of the Crown's Parens Patriae

Standing to Protect Quasi-Sovereign Rights

The potential scope of the common law right to standing has been demonstrated by

Australian courts that have interpreted the principle to give states special status to challenge

the validity ofCommonwealth laws.141 The High Court ofAustralia, as early as 1935 stated:

It must now be taken as established that the Attorney-General of a Stale of the Commonwealth has a

sufficient title to invoke the provision of the Constitution for the purpose of challenging the validity of

Commonwealth legislation which extends to, and operates within, the State whose interests he represents.142

Justice Laskin commented in Thorson on the role of the provincial Attorney General to

bring actions to challenge the constitutional validity of federal laws:

There is Australian authority to support a declaratory action by a Stale Attorney General to challenge the

validity of Commonwealth legislation where that legislation amounts to an invasion of State legislative

power: see Attorney Generalfor Victoria v. The Commonwealth. This, and other like cases cited therein,

represent an adaptation to Australian federalism of the English position of the Attorney General as the

guardian of public rights, those rights being the rights ofthe citizens of the State whom the State Attorney

General represents. On the other hand, authority in the United States is to the contrary. In Massachusetts v.

Mellon, a companion case to Frothingham v. Mellon considered below, the Supreme Court of the United

States said this on the point (at p. 485):

It cannot be conceded that a State, as parens patriae. may institute judicial proceedings to protect

citizens of the United States from the operation of the statutes thereof.... While the State, under

some circumstances, may sue in that capacity for the protection ofits citizens... it is no part of its

duty or power to enforce their rights in respect of their relations with the Federal Government.143

The potential scope ofthe Crown's right to pursue civil remedies for breaches of its quasi-

sovereign interests as parens patriae has not been extensively explored.144 The scope of the

Crown's ability to pursue judicial review of administrative action affecting its quasi-

sovereign interests is even less developed. At a minimum, we can conclude that this common

law right does not include constitutional review of the validity of legislation. Provincial

Attorneys General have the right to appear wherever the constitutionality of an act of

Parliament or an act of a provincial legislature arises in Federal Court proceedings145 and

141 Seee.g. Victoria (A.G.)v. The Commonwealth (1946). 71 C.L.R.237(H.C.A.);MmSou//i Wales (A.G.j

v. Brewery Employees Union of New South Wales (1908), 6 C.L.R. 469 at 557-58 (H.C.A.);

Commonwealth (A.O.) v. Queensland (Commissioner ofIncome Tax) (1920), 29 C.L.R. I (H.C.A.);

Tasmania v. Victoria(1935), 52 C.L.R. 157 (H.C.A.); Victoria (A.G.) v. The Commonwealth (1935), S2

C.L.R. 533 (H.C.A.) [ Victoria).

"! Victoria, ibid at 556.

145 Thorson, supra note 18 at 152-53 [footnotes omitted].

144 Jones, supra note 7 at 124.

"5 FCA, supra note 30. s. 57.
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constitutional questions legislation exists in all provinces and federally.1""' This legislative

remedy guarantees standing where a provincial Attorney General questions the

constitutionality offederal legislation. Therefore, the common law doctrine ofparens patriae

standing for provinces is limited to standing forjudicial review of federal bodies in Canada.

Therefore, although the extent ofparens patriae standing in Canadian common law is clear,

it is likely closer to the narrow form outlined by American courts.

C. Process: Is Legislative Change Needed?

It is likely that this issue will come before Canadian courts again, in particular the Federal

Court of Canada. Where provinces do come forward with petitions for review of federal

administrative action based on a quasi-sovereign interest, the province should be regarded

as a petitioner "directly affected" by the federal public body's action. It should not need to

establish that its standing is in the public interest and that there is no other potential petitioner

that is more directly affected, as the courts found in Canadian Wheat Board and Nunavul.

Canadian Forest Products seems to indicate that provinces have standing at common law

to seek equitable and legal remedies wherever there is a threat to the health and well-being,

both physical and economic, of its residents in general.147

This common law doctrine has not been specifically displaced by the wording of the

FCAm which gives standing to the federal Attorney General as well as anyone "directly

affected" by federal administrative action to seek judicial review of federal administrative

action. It is an accepted rule of interpretation that the common law can only be ousted by

statute with specific language.U9 Additionally, the courts have found that s. 18.1 ofthe FCA

is broad enough to encompass applicants who are not directly affected when they meet the

test for public interest standing.150 A fortiori, it can be concluded that where a provincial

Crown's quasi-sovereign interest is affected by federal administrative action, the test for

standing under s. 18.1 is satisfied.

Indeed, without mentioning the parens patriae doctrine, the Federal Court in llltramar

noted that Nova Scotia's interest in the federal regulation ofcompetition, which affected the

general economic well-being of the province, could not be taken as anything other than a

genuine, important public interest which only the province can represent.151 Accordingly,

courts, including the Federal Court of Canada, have the jurisdiction to grant standing and

provincial Crowns have the right to standing where a quasi-sovereign interest is threatened.

Sec e.g. Constitutional Questions Act, R.S.N.S. 1989. c. H9; Constitutional Questions Act, K.S.M. 1987,

c. C180, C.C.S.M. c. C180; Constitutional Questions Act. R.S.S. 1978, c. C-29: Constitutional Question

Act. R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 68; Supreme Court Act. R.S.C. 1985. c. S-26. s. S3.

Canadian Forest Products, supra note 22; Jones, supra note 7 at 150.

Supra note 30.

Ruth Sullivan. Sullivan amlDriettgeran the Construction ofStatutes. 4lh etl. (Markham: RuUerworths.

2002) at 341.

Supra note 34 at para. 8.

Ultramar, supra note 36 at 738.
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VI. Conclusion

The question this article seeks to address is both prescriptive and descriptive. To be sure,

the state of the law in the U.S. with respect to state standing to protect quasi-sovereign

interests is not entirely settled. The polarization between the slim majority and the minority

in Massachusetts was stark but consistent with the prevailing ideological divide within the

U.S. Supreme Court.152 Indeed, the decision has already been criticized as stretching the law

of standing beyond any reasonable interpretation of art. Ill of the U.S. Constitution.1"
Nevertheless, descriptively, we can see that the development of the parens patriae doctrine

in the U.S. has reached a certain quod erat demonstrandum that has not been achieved in

Canada.

In the U.S., as in Canada, the federation is made up of sovereign regional governments

and a central government that share legislative jurisdiction. As such, the traditional and

unquestioned right ofthe Attorney General in English common law to assert a purely public

right or interest in its role as parens patriae by the institution of court proceedings is

complicated by the existence of several Attorneys General within the same federation. The

Attorney General's standing in a federation has been partially addressed by recognizing a

limited role of the Crown to institute proceedings against private individuals seeking

injunctions, damages, and other appropriate remedies to protect public rights. This is

generally recognized by courts in both Canada and the U.S. Canadian legislation also grants

provincial and federal governments standing to bring constitutional questions to the courts

as a right. However, where public rights are threatened by federal and provincial Crowns,

there is no means of addressing the threat or damage unless the Crown can show a direct

interest.

In the U.S., however, there is recognition that a state has a quasi-sovereign interest to

standing where the well-being of its citizens is threatened or it is being denied its rightful

status within the federal system. This is a basis ofstanding that has not been recognized by

Canadian courts. Courts in Canada cannot fully discharge their constitutional mandate to be

the final arbiter of federalism unless provinces have access to similar remedies.

Jonathan H. Adler, "Wanning Up to Climate Change Litigation,"online: (2007) 93 Va. L. Rev. In Brief

63 <http://virginialawrcview.org/inbricf.php?s=inbrief&p=2007/05/21/adler>.
Ibid


